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‘genetic engineering’ to change 
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challenges, or provide better 
ways to tackle them.”
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In late 2017, we conducted our third annual challenges and priorities 
survey. Each year we tweak the list based on what we see happening in 
the market and what we learn from the previous year, but we retain sub-
stantial consistency so we can identify changes and trends. Participants 

could select three of each, with no ranking. Input came primarily from contact center 
leaders (55%), along with corporate executives (12%), IT (7%), support analysts (6%), 
supervisors (5%), consultants (4%), sales and marketing (2%), and a smattering of 
others. FIGURES 1 AND 2 show the variety of industries and distribution of center 
sizes. While we have a heavy financial services participation rate and a good dose of 
small centers, you’ll see that we slice the data by verticals and size so you can dive 
into data most relevant to your company.

Part of why we pursue this simple inquiry is to try to reconcile the barrage of industry 
messages and “hot topics” coming from vendors, analysts and the media with the 
realities in the trenches. Technology innovation rocks the industry—from the channels 
customers use to the way their contacts are routed, serviced and tracked. At the same 
time, our survey results consistently show centers struggle with some very fundamental 
things that are part of contact center DNA. Perhaps now we’re moving into an era 
where the technology can help achieve “genetic engineering” to change some of those 
fundamental challenges, or provide better ways to tackle them. 

So, let’s jump in and see what we learned! FIGURES 3 AND 4 give you the results, 
including our categorization of the items. We’ll share what we think the results tell us 
about the industry today and where it’s going, and how that syncs with what we see 
in projects. As mentioned, we assess trends by industry and by size (TABLES 1 AND 

2), and contrast this year with the last two years.

Top Contact Center Challenges

There is good diversity across our four categories 
of WORKLOAD AND PERFORMANCE, STRATEGY, 

TECHNOLOGY AND STAFFING, with no single chal-
lenge making the top of the list for more than 20% 
of participants. For three years in a row, the Top 2 
have remained the same. Attrition proved to be 
a strong No. 1 at nearly 20%, followed by poor 
cross-departmental collaboration for about 18%. 
The latter is up, and followed closely by its sibling, 
lack of understanding and respect for the center. 
Unfortunately, what I call the “Rodney Dangerfield” 
effect is alive and well. 

These strategic issues can impact other 
high-ranking challenges, such as omnichannel 
(16%), poor self-service (15%), no budget for 
additional staff (14%), and managing security, 
fraud and regulatory requirements (13%). It’s easy 
to look at these and say that they can be less 
of a challenge when departments work together 
and understand the importance of the center. 
So I will loudly beat the drum about the need for 
concerted efforts to raise the center’s profile (SEE 

THE SIDEBAR). 
Three challenges shot up more than 4%: 

Managing security, fraud and regulatory require-
ments; poor training; and lack of support resources 
or know-how (e.g., analysts). On the surface, it may 
seem that the high financial services and small 
center participation plays a role here, but these 
demographics are similar to last year. I would guess 
the first reflects the increase in “bad guys” that I’ve 
written about in Pipeline recently (see “A Deeper 
Look at Authentication and Fraud Prevention,” 
December 2017) and the painful authentication 
process many customers must endure. I’m excited 
to see the bump in acknowledging the need for 
analysts as that is a reality we routinely see in proj-
ects. Only one challenge moved down more than 
4%: poor desktop tools. We can only hope this 
change reflects an increasing acknowledgment of 
the key role CRM and KM play, and corresponding 
investment in them.

I continue to find it interesting that the workload 
and performance challenges don’t make it to the 
top of the list. My colleagues and I still get inun-
dated with anecdotal stories from friends and fam-
ily that show the contact center industry still has 
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40.00% Financial Services

7.04% Consumer Products/Retail

6.30% Insurance

5.56% Telecommunications/Wireless/Cable/Internet

5.56% BPO/Outsourcing

5.19% Government

5.19% Education/Nonprofits/Associations

4.81% Professional Services (including consulting)

4.44% Healthcare

3.33% Software/B2B Software

3.33% Manufacturing

2.59% Utilities

2.59% Hospitality/Travel

2.22% Other

1.85% Transportation

FIGURE 1: INDUSTRIES REPRESENTED FIGURE 2: SIZE DISTRIBUTION

How many FTE contact center seats does your  
organization support across all sites?

FIGURE 3: BIGGEST CHALLENGES

What are your biggest challenges today?
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18.4%
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Low quality scores

Low NPS or customer satisfaction scores

Other 

Low First Contact Resolution rate

Lack of and/or bad core technology (routing, reporting, CTI)

Poor system performance and/or support

Increasing/high costs

High abandon rate

Inability to achieve service level or ASA

Increasing handle time

Lack of and/or bad desktop tools (CRM, KM, CIS, billing, etc.)

No budget approval for technology investments

Poor training (quality, quantity and/or delivery method)

Increasing contact volumes

Lack of and/or bad performance tools (QM, WFM, analytics, etc.)

Lack of support resources or know-how (e.g., analysts)

Lack of focus on coaching/development

Managing security/fraud/regulatory requirements

No budget approval for additional staff

Lack of and/or bad self-service (IVR, web, mobile, etc.)

High absence rate/low schedule adherence

Channel additions and/or integration (omni-channel)

Lack of understanding and respect for the center's role

Poor cross-departmental collaboration

High attrition
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some big challenges in meeting quality, timeliness, 
first-contact resolution, level of effort—and there-
fore customer satisfaction—expectations. Maybe 
this category would receive greater representation 
if we asked for the Top 4 challenges! 

 
CHALLENGES BY INDUSTRY
As we slice the data by industry, we find those same 
strategic issues moving up. Cross-departmental 
collaboration and bad self-service scored high 
(over 20%) for six industries. Attrition and lack of 
respect were high in five industries. While attrition 
is a top challenge overall, it is not a ubiquitous 
problem (five out of 13 had it under 10%). 

Let’s look at the other ones that grabbed 50% 
or more of participants’ attention. Transportation 
has cSat/NPS and respect issues. Manufacturing 
has an even stronger message about lack of under-
standing of the contact center’s role. Two-thirds of 
the utilities participating have an attrition issue. 
And hospitality/travel gave a big vote for coaching 
and development.

Beyond those observations, the challenges by 
industry continue to vary. TABLE 1 shows the top 

FIGURE 4: TOP PRIORITIES

What are your top priorities to work on in 2018?

Raise the Center’s Profile!
I love to tell the story of a client who I viewed as an excellent contact 
center leader. One year, her top goal was to make sure that the rest of the 
organization gained a greater understanding of the center and its interde-
pendency with all the other departments. Achieving that goal could have 
so many positive impacts on other stresses in the day-to-day operations, 
as well as the customer experience.

If you want to make that your goal, here are three simple starting steps:
1. Invite every department leader to visit your center for a tour and 

some observations. A two-hour investment by each could trigger some nice 
“a-ha!” moments. Then, ask them to invest an additional hour each month 
to keep up to date and share some ideas.

2. Create a one-page visual with no contact center lingo that will make 
an impression. Use the end-to-end customer journey, channels and touch-
points, and/or sources of information to solve a customer problem to show 
how you and they are part of an ecosystem that surrounds the customer 
experience.

3. Develop a monthly update that is similarly impactful. This internal, 
enterprise scorecard could show how departmental collaboration—or lack 
thereof—is impacting success in serving customers, driving revenue and/
or managing costs.
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24.3%
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Other

Outsource (full or partial)

Implement home agents

Increase support resources

Implement/improve routing/skills

Refine hiring

Address security/fraud/regulatory requirements

Implement or plan for artificial intelligence

Hire more frontline staff

Work on collaboration with other departments

Improve reporting and analytics

Implement/improve desktop (CRM, KM, CIS, etc.)

Improve performance management practices to meet KPIs

Implement or integrate additional media (omni-channel)

Raise awareness of the center's vital role and impact

Redesign/improve/automate processes

Improve knowledge management access, content, processes

Implement/improve performance tools (reporting, analytics, WFM, QM, etc)

Improve employee engagement

Improve training (amount, content, and/or quality)

Implement/improve self-service (IVR, web, mobile)

Increase focus on coaching/development
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may only rank as a mid-level challenge at 11%, it 
is a Top 3 priority at 22%. 

Two new priorities are worth noting. Improve 
employee engagement ranked fourth, with 20% 
selecting it. Artificial intelligence is perhaps the 
hottest of buzzwords but quite new. Nearly 10% 
put it high on their list, so it will be interesting to 
see how it fares in the year ahead. 

We didn’t see as much movement in per-
centages of the priorities, with the new options 
absorbing some change. However, two of the big-
gest upwardly mobile items aligned with two of 
the big movers in challenges: security/fraud and 
support resources. While not top priorities, more 
participants are putting them high on their lists. 
Improve performance management and reporting 
and analytics moved down as well, perhaps over-
shadowed by employee engagement. Interestingly, 
in an improving economy and with attrition and 
absence rates as big challenges, refining hiring 

challenges alongside the priorities. Those interested in comparing their industry’s 
items to last year may find changes as many delivered a different message this year. 
Two industries—outsourcing and utilities—have consistently chosen attrition as the top 
issue each of the three years of our survey (shown in blue).

CHALLENGES BY SIZE
Attrition again rules the roost, with widespread impact. Centers of 501-1,000 seats 
resoundingly selected this as a top challenge (47%), while three other size ranges 
had over 20% select it. Only the under 25 and the 51-100 bands stayed off that 
bandwagon. The latter called out significant self-service challenges (55%). Channel 
additions and fraud/security scored over 10% across all size bands. 

TABLE 2 shows the top challenges by size and includes the 2017 and 2016 leaders 
for comparison, revealing the strength of the attrition challenge and consistency year 
over year.

Top Contact Center Priorities
The top priority is again to improve coaching and development with nearly a fourth 
of participants selecting it. That makes sense both in terms of the top challenge of 
attrition and what we see in practice. Self-service came in at a very close second 
(tied for first last year). Training moved up in priorities, as well as challenges. While it 

INDUSTRY TOP CHALLENGE(S)* TOP PRIORITY(IES)*

Financial Services Security/fraud/regulatory requirements Increase focus on coaching/development

Healthcare Lack support resources Hire more frontline staff
Improve performance tools

Consumer Products Cross-departmental collaboration Redesign processes
Add channels
Improve self-service

Insurance Self-service Improve self-service

Government Low schedule adherence Redesign processes

Professional Services Adding new channels Improve KM

BPO/Outsourcing Attrition Improve training
Increase focus on coaching/development
Improve employee engagement

Telecommunications Lack support resources Improve self-service
Increase focus on coaching/development

Education/Non-profit Low schedule adherence
Self-service
Cross-departmental collaboration
Lack of respect for CC

Improve self-service

Hospitality/Travel Coaching/development Hire more frontline staff
Increase focus on coaching/development

Utilities Attrition Improve performance management
Improve self-service

Manufacturing Lack of respect for CC Raise awareness of CC’s vital role

*  Where more than one challenge or priority is listed, there was a tie for the top item. GREEN indicates a repeat from 2017. BLUE indicates 
a repeat from 2016 AND 2017.

TABLE 1: INDUSTRIAL VIEWS

Continued from page14
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TABLE 1 shows the repeat items in green.
Let’s look at the ones that grabbed 50% or 

more of participants’ attention. Transportation 
honed in on reporting and analytics, performance 
management, and processes. Utilities focused on 
performance management, along with self-service. 
Insurance also emphasized self-service. Hospitality 
focused on coaching and development along with 
hiring, while government concentrated on pro-
cesses.

PRIORITIES BY SIZE
Only one priority captured over 40% of participants 
for that size: Self-service for the 51-100 crowd at 

and home agents both moved down noticeably.
This year the top priorities again exclude strategic initiatives but have a mix of 

workload and performance, technology and frontline staff actions. With the high pain 
points on collaboration and respect, it would be nice to see their counterpoints higher 
on the priority list (SEE THE SIDEBAR for ways you can make it a priority). Some of 
the specific but more tactical items like self-service, training, employee engagement 
and process improvement can help to bridge those gaps. 

 
PRIORITIES BY INDUSTRY
Three priorities are again predominant (over 20%) in a majority of the verticals: 
improve training, improve self-service and increase focus on coaching/development. 
Forty percent or more of participants in education/non-profits/associations, govern-
ment, insurance, telecom and utilities called out self-service as a top priority. Process 
improvement and performance management again rank high for many verticals as well. 

TABLE 2: SIZE MATTERS

CENTER SIZE (FTE)

<25 26-50 51-100 101-250 251-500 500-1,000 1,000+

CHALLENGES

Abandon Rate ◆

Attrition ◆ l ◆ n ◆ l ◆ n l ◆ n

Budget for Staff l ◆

Channels ◆ n

Cross-departmental Collaboration l ◆ n

Increasing Volumes ◆

Performance Tools n l

Self-service n l ◆ l ◆

Understanding the CC’s Value ◆ n

PRIORITIES

Awareness of CC’s Vital Role ◆

Coaching/Development n ◆ n

Knowledge Management ◆

Performance Management l l l ◆

Performance Tools ◆ l ◆

Processes n l

Reporting and Analytics l ◆

Self-Service ◆ n n ◆ n

Training l n l n 

l 2016 Challenge/Priority (more than one represents a tie)
◆ 2017 Challenge/Priority 
n 2018 Challenge/Priority
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challenge but No. 9 on the priorities list. On the flip 
side, self-service and training get greater attention 
than their challenge ranking would predict. 

We know that the realities of centers and their 
environments make strategic priorities difficult. 
But that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t try! Before 
companies jump on the next industry-driven hype 
train (artificial intelligence, I’m talking about you!), 
it would be great if self-service, contact routing and 
contact-handling improved across all channels, 
with a cohesive and collaborative approach to 
the full customer experience. That sort of success 
requires great leaders that “get” the role of the 
center and drive the focus on the customer. You’re 
not asking for too much! If your leadership isn’t 
in tune yet, start at the top and invite them in 
for a little discovery and discussion about your 
challenges and priorities.

45% and the 251-500 band at 43%. One-third of the largest centers noted self-service 
as well. Not surprisingly, artificial intelligence resonated for very few small centers, 
but about 30% of those over 1,000 agents want to be the early adopters, along with 
21% of the 251-500 band. 

Coaching and development rated highly among a variety of sizes, with about a 
third of 26-50 and 501-1000 selecting it. Improving training, employee engagement 
and performance tools round out the other priorities that ranked high (over 20%) for 
a variety of sizes. Interestingly, employee engagement seems to be a greater priority 
for the smallest (50 and under) and largest (501 and up). Performance tools rated 
highest in the small and mid-range centers. 

While the priorities that align with important challenges in collaboration and respect 
were not highly ranked, they do shine in a few sizes. Over a fourth of the 51-100 
identified raising awareness of the center’s role and about 21% of the 251-500 band 
wants to work on interdepartmental dynamics. These two items each resonated for 
about 18%-19% of the smallest centers.

TABLE 2 shows that, across sizes, the priorities have changed much more than 
the challenges.

Aligning Challenges and Priorities
If you are a visual person like me, you have to love word clouds! Take a look at FIGURE 

5 and you will see the very loud attrition challenge aligning with the coaching priority, 
as well as other things that can improve retention such as employee engagement 
and training. 

But you also might notice some disconnects. The counterpart of those big chal-
lenges around respect and collaboration are way down the priority list. While security 
and fraud moved up, they did not move in step. Omnichannel is the fourth highest 

Lori Bocklund is Founder 
and President of 
Strategic Contact. 
(lori@strategiccontact.com)

Movers and Shakers
Here are the interesting comparisons we see in the results from our 2018 survey compared to 2017.

CHALLENGES

SIMILARITIES MOVEMENT UP THE LIST MOVEMENT DOWN THE LIST

The top challenges remain the same: attrition 
and cross-departmental collaboration (2016, 
2017, 2018)

The top challenges are a mix of frontline 
staff, strategy and technology. Workload and 
performance kicks in mid-range (2017-2018)

Security/fraud

Lack of support resources 

Poor training 

Lack of understanding and 
respect

Lack of/poor desktop tools 

Increasing handle time 

Lack of/poor core technology 

PRIORITIES

SIMILARITIES MOVEMENT UP THE LIST MOVEMENT DOWN THE LIST

The top priorities remain the same for 2017-
2018: coaching/development, self-service

Workload and performance remained at the top, 
with a variety of technology initiatives sprinkled 
in; more frontline staff priorities emerged in 2018

Security/fraud 

Increase support resources 

Improve training 

Improve reporting/analytics

Improve performance 
management

Implement home agents

Refine hiring

Created by REVA
from the Noun Project

Created by REVA
from the Noun Project

Created by REVA
from the Noun Project

Created by REVA
from the Noun Project
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FIGURE 5: Alignment of Challenges and Priorities

Challenges

Priorities
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